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Abstract

Vehicle Platooning has emerged in recent years as a promising method to reduce
the fuel consumption of heavy trucks in long-distance transportation. Platoon-
ing lowers the fuel consumption by forming strings of vehicles driving very close
behind each other, thus reducing the air drag. However, in order to form a
platoon, vehicles have to follow a common route. As vehicles are scattered over
a road network, some sort of high-level coordination and route planning is re-
quired to unlock the full potential of this technique. In this thesis, we evaluate
various methods to minimize the total fuel consumption of a large-scale system
by guiding vehicles to fuel-efficient paths.

We develop a comprehensive mathematical formulation of the problem and
present a global solution approach to the problem. The approach is implemented
and the investigation of the fuel reduction potential shows promising results.
However, an exponential increase in computational complexity makes it unsuited
for problems involving more than 20 trucks, even on small road networks.

As a consequence, we then promote a locally distributed approach which
is able to efficiently solve large problems. We implement such a distributed
algorithm and run large simulations on a model of the German autobahn road
network. Results show that significant savings can be achieved for even a few
hundred vehicles. We also investigate the influence of the number of trucks on
the total fuel savings and examine the effect of limiting the maximum travel
time of trucks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past decade, both environmental as well as economical considerations
have lead to an increased effort in trying to reduce the fuel consumption of
heavy trucks for long-distance transportation. Studies [1, 2] show that the fuel
cost accounts for about 30% of the life-cycle cost of a truck, thus increasing the
fuel efficiency even in the sub-percent range nets large savings. One promising
approach that has recently come into focus is to reduce the air drag (and thus
the fuel consumption) of a heavy truck by forming so called platoons, i.e. to
form a string of trucks driving very close behind each other. Driving in the slip
stream of another vehicle significantly lowers the fuel consumption of following
vehicles. Several studies [3, 4, 5, 6] have shown that, depending on the speed
and distance between the vehicles, huge savings can be achieved. While the idea
has been studied since the 1960s [7, 8], their work was focused on control design,
and only recent improvements in computing power made the implementation in
a real-life environment possible and thus moved the idea within reality’s grasp.

As the control of vehicles inside a platoon takes shape, it is now time to
consider the platooning concept on a larger scale. It does not suffice to simply
send trucks on their way hoping to find a platoon along the road, especially
if the penetration rate of trucks equipped with platooning technology is low.
There needs to be some high-level controller assisting the already existing nav-
igation systems of trucks that coordinates platoon formation on a large scale
and calculates optimal routes.

1.1 Motivation and Aim of this Thesis

To understand the context and goal of this thesis, it is good to give a brief
overview of the complete platooning concept and see where this thesis fits in.
The entire platooning problem consists of many different layers, decreasing in
granularity from the control of individual trucks down to a global coordinator
routing trucks through the system. A general graphical overview is given in
Figure 1.1.

This figure shows the three main problem areas that, while very different in
nature, are all required to make full use of the platooning concept. Starting at
the bottom, layer 3 is concerned with the actual control of individual vehicles
and platoons. It handles issues like inter-vehicle communication, string stability
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Figure 1.1: The different layers of a platooning control structure, inspired by
the partition layout by Varaiya [9].

and individual speed profiles. In layer 2, velocity references for the whole platoon
depending on the road profile and individual vehicle data are generated. Finally,
layer 1 coordinates multiple trucks and platoons over large networks, optimizes
routes, and schedules the formation and splitting of platoons on a general level.

The problem treated in this thesis belongs to the first layer, meaning we are
not concerned with the actual behavior of trucks on the road but instead take
a global view on the network, involving many trucks and platoons at once.

Most of the existing platooning literature treats problems where vehicles are
already driving in a platoon, not dealing with the question of how such platoons
are actually formed. As trucks are scattered across a road network, platoons will
usually not form spontaneously. Some coordinating action is required to group
vehicles with similar destinations and common routes together and increase the
platoon density. Some trucks may elect to deviate from their shortest path
and take a detour in order to maintain a platoon, if it is worthwhile. In some
cases, it might be beneficial to increase a truck’s speed temporarily to meet
a platoon at some time in the future, in others it might be more efficient to
maintain the current velocity and travel alone. There is a multitude of possible
approaches to this problem, and the potential and impact on route planning of
such a high-level coordinator has been barely explored as of yet.

There are various delimitations to the level of detail of our problem. Since
we are concerned with high-level planning, we do not take into account the
vehicle dynamics of a truck. We also are not concerned with any control issues
of individual vehicles or platoons, but assume they are handled on a lower
level. We also assume all trucks have identical properties (e.g. weight, fuel
consumption).
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The goal of this thesis is to develop a comprehensive mathematical formu-
lation of this problem and evaluate the suitability as well as the fuel saving
potential of various solution approaches both on an optimal and approximate
level.

1.2 Background and Related Work

Most of the existing platooning literature concerns vehicles already in a pla-
toon. For example, issues such as string stability [10, 11, 12], control designs
when platooning [13], inter-vehicle communication through limited bandwidth
channels [14] or channels with communication delays [15]. While there has been
some contributions in the coordination of platoons and individual trucks, they
focus on single highways or congestion control. For example, [16] analyzes the
formation of platoons on a single highway with multiple entry and exit points
using a traffic flow model and focussing on traffic throughput ratios. Baskar
et al. [17] have conducted simulations employing a traffic flow model to calcu-
late platoon paths on an intelligent highway system in order to optimize traffic
performance.

Another field related to our topic is the eco-routing concept [18, 19] where a
navigation system is guiding a vehicle along the most fuel-efficient path instead
of the fastest one. However, the studies are conducted for single vehicles and
do not aim to provide any large-scale coordination, nor platooning possibilities.

1.3 Thesis Outline

There are multiple ways of formulating the problem, and we have explored
various solution approaches and assessed their performance and feasibility. In
Chapter 2 we will elaborate on the fuel reduction of platooning and give a thor-
ough mathematical formulation of the problem. Chapter 3 discusses two ap-
proaches to solve the problem on a global scale and analyzes their performance.
In Chapter 4, we evaluate the results of the chosen approach and discuss the
implications. Since the computational complexity of a global approach is expo-
nential, we will discuss several approximative formulations based on distributed
local controllers in Chapter 5, and investigate their performance and solution
quality. Finally, in Chapter 6 we will draw the conclusions and give an overview
of possible future works based on this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Problem Description

In this chapter, we will define our problem, list the simplifications and assump-
tions made in the formulation and introduce the mathematical notation used
throughout the later parts of the thesis.

2.1 Basic Assumptions

We model a given road network as a graph G = (V,E) with an edge set E rep-
resenting road segments, and a vertex set V representing nodes connecting the
road segments. Note that the expressions edge and arc, as well as the expres-
sions vertex and node will be used interchangeably in the following chapters.
The graph exhibits the following properties:

• While in reality trucks move continuously along the roads, this is compli-
cated to represent in a graph. Therefore, we discretize the road network
into edges of unit time length; this means that an edge has a constant
and uniform time weight τ equal to the length of a unit timestep, which
defines the time required to travel along it.

• Every edge has an individual fuel weight fi,j which defines the amount of
fuel a truck has to spend to travel along it.

• Every truck ki has a location node si ∈ V describing its current position,
and destination node di ∈ V .

An example of such a graph is given in Figure 2.1, with trucks being shown
as red squares. Trucks can move through the graph from vertex to vertex at a
constant rate of one edge per unit timestep, under the following five assumptions
and restrictions:

1. All trucks move at constant speed

2. A truck may not retrace its last step

3. If multiple trucks travel along the same edge at the same timestep, they
are assumed to travel as a platoon

4. Trucks cannot stop until they reach their destination
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Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of the highway network of southern
Sweden. Vertices are denoted by numbers and are equidistantly spaced in the
temporal dimension. The length of an arc is approximately 13km. Trucks
located at different vertices are represented by red squares, and their traveling
directions are indicated by the arrows.

5. Trucks that are driving in a platoon and have a common destination will
follow the same path and never split up

2.2 Fuel Consumption and Platooning Model

While moving through the network, trucks will accumulate a fuel cost depending
on the fuel weights of their path and the paths of other trucks. If multiple trucks
travel along the same arc at the same time, we assume they will form a platoon,
which reduces their airdrag and thus lowers their fuel consumption. In reality,
the airdrag reduction is rather complex, as shown in Figure 2.2. The further
back a vehicle is located in a platoon, the smaller its airdrag becomes. Also, for
small inter-vehicle distance, even the leading truck receives a benefit.

This elaborate model adds complexity to our problem without adding sig-
nificant value. Therefore we assume that the first truck in a platoon does not
receive any benefit, while every following truck has its fuel consumption reduced
by a constant factor η. Experimental results show that typical values for η for
the class of trucks we are concerned with varies between 5-20%[3, 4, 5]. In most
of our simulations, we assume a fixed fuel reduction of 10%. This assumption
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Figure 2.2: Diagram showing how the inter-vehicle distance and the number of
vehicles in a platoon affect the reduction of the airdrag cD of vehicles at different
positions in the platoon. In general, the farther back the position of a vehicle in
the platoon is, the more its air drag is reduced. For close inter-vehicle distances,
the leading vehicle of the platoon also receives an air drag reduction thanks to
diminished wake turbulences. Adapted from [20].

still captures the essential benefit of platooning, while allowing for a more simple
problem formulation.
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With this definition of the air drag reduction, it is now also a simple task to
prove point 5 of the assumptions made on page 5 to always be true, as shown
below.

Proposition 2.1: A platoon of n trucks (n ≥ 2), starting at some node S,
with all trucks having the same destination T, will never split up.

Proof by contradiction: The case of 2 paths of unequal length from S
to T is trivial to prove, therefore we will only treat the case where there are 2
paths of equal length.

Assume there are 2 shortest paths of equal length P1 and P2 from S to
T. The cost to move along a path is FP1

=FP2
=FP , the discount factor when

driving in a platoon is η ∈ [0, 1]. Assume (n − k) trucks choose path 1 and k
trucks choose path 2, with k > 0.
The total cost J of this is:

J = JP1(n− k) + JP2(k) = FP1((n− k)− (n− k − 1)η) + FP2(k − (k − 1)η)

= FP (2η + n(1− η))

(2.1)

However, if all trucks follow the same path, the total cost J’ is:

J′ = JP (n) = FP (η + n(1− η)) < J

Therefore, under the above assumptions, the cost of splitting up a platoon
is always higher than staying in a single platoon, and trucks with a common
destination will never split their paths once they have formed a platoon.

2.3 Dynamic Programming Formulation

Now that the goal of this thesis has been discussed in detail and a preliminary
basis has been introduced, we can give a proper mathematical definition to help
us proceed. The problem structure of distinct agents moving through time lends
itself to the Dynamic Programming formulation we decide to employ. Since we
are dealing with relatively small numbers of vehicles and are interested in the
distinct properties of each one (like destination, latest arrival time, etc.), we have
decided to use an atomic model, where every vehicle is simulated as a distinct
agent. As defined on page 5, all trucks are assumed to move at a constant
cruising speed, which allows them to cross one arc in a unit time step.

For the reader’s convenience, we list some of the variables used in the fol-
lowing chapters:
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K = Set of all trucks in the system
Xt = Set of feasible decisions at timestep t
τ = Travel time of every edge
T = Set of time periods of equal length, {0,...,T}
t = Current time step, t ∈ T

Rkt,i = binary variable indicating if truck k ∈ K is located at vertex i ∈ V at
time step t, Rkt,i ∈ {0, 1}

xkt,ij = Binary variable indicating if truck k ∈ K is traveling along edge eij
between time steps t and t+ 1, xkij,t ∈ {0, 1}

fi,j = Fuel cost weight of edge ei,j
ct,ij = Fuel cost that is incurred on edge eij between

time steps t and t+ 1
η = Fuel reduction factor when driving in a platoon

The cost incurred on each edge at each time step depends on the number of
trucks traveling along it. Employing the model presented above, every truck in
a platoon besides the first saves a constant amount of fuel η:

ct,ij =


fij
∑
k

xkt,ij , if
∑
k

xkt,ij ≤ 1

fij(
∑
k

xkt,ij − η(
∑
k

xkt,ij − 1)) , if
∑
k

xkt,ij > 1
(2.2)

We can now use Rkt,i as the state variable to define the problem as a dynamic
program. The dynamics of the system are given by:

Rkt+1,j =
∑
i∈V

xkt,ij j ∈ V, k ∈ K (2.3)

The set of feasible decisions at time step t, labeled Xt, is given by:

Xt = {xt :
∑
j

xkt,ij = Rkt,i i ∈ V, k ∈ K} (2.4)

We denote the vectors ct =
∑
i,j∈V

ct,ij and Rt = [Rkt,i]i∈V,k∈K, and a sequence

of decisions corresponding to a policy π by {X πt : t ∈ T}. According to Bellman’s
principle of optimality, the optimal policy π∗ can now be found by solving:

Jt(Rt) = min
xt,Rt+1

[ct(xt) + Jt+1(Rt+1)] (2.5)

where Jt(Rt) is called the value of state Rt. The optimal decision at every
time step is then found by transitioning to a state whose value function is as
low as possible. While this formulation is simple, unfortunately it is usually
impossible to solve directly. The number of possible states one has to find a
value function for grows exponentially, and the minimization is often hard to
solve. In the next chapter, we will introduce two different approaches to solve
the problem in a different way.
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Chapter 3

Solution Methodologies

In the previous chapter, we defined our problem of minimizing the fuel consump-
tion of platooning trucks on a road network as a dynamic program. While this
is a very simple and intuitive formulation, it is generally impossible to solve it in
a straightforward manner. The number of possible states grows exponentially
with the number of vehicles involved (one manifestation of the so-called curse
of dimensionality), and the minimization may be hard to solve. In this chapter,
we will examine the usefulness of different solution approaches to the problem.
We mainly consider two different techniques: classical math programming and
a Branch & Cut-algorithm (B&C), which is customized to exploit the special
structure of the graph we chose to model road networks with. The following
sections will present these methods in more detail and evaluate their suitability
for our problem.

3.1 Nonlinear Integer Program

Probably the most straightforward way to approach this problem is to write it as
a nonlinear integer program (INLP). There are multiple ways to formulate the
problem, so we will just give one possible version. See page 9 for the definition
of most variables.

Additional Variables

xkinit(i) = 1 if truck k is initially at node i, 0 otherwise
dk = destination node of truck k
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Nonlinear Integer Program Formulation

minimize
xt

∑
t

∑
e

ct,ij

such that ∑
h

xkt,hi =
∑
j

xkt+1,ij i, j, h ∈ G (3.1)

∑
j

xk1,ij = xkinit(i) ∀i, j ∈ G, ∀k (3.2)

∑
j

xkT,idk = 1 i ∈ G, ∀k (3.3)

ct,ij = Fij(
∑
k

xkt,ij − δijη(
∑
k

xkt,ij − 1)) (3.4)

δt,ij ≤
∑
k

xkt,ij δt,ij ∈ {0, 1} (3.5)

Constraint (3.1) handles the node balancing and prevents the system from
creating or deleting trucks. Constraint (3.2) defines the initial position of each
truck, and constraint (3.3) forces all trucks to their destination. The cost in-
curred on an edge is calculated in (3.4). Finally, constraint (3.5) handles the
auxiliary variable δ, which is required due to the piecewise linear structure of
the cost function and makes sure that the cost of an edge is zero if no trucks
travel along it.

3.2 Branch&Cut Algorithm

Utilized in many different areas of optimization, Branch & Cut and Branch & Bound
are graph search algorithms specialized for solving NP-hard problems that are
impossible to solve by conventional means. The algorithm systematically enu-
merates all possible solutions, but discards large subsets of candidates at once
once it knows the optimum cannot reside there. While the worst case complex-
ity of such an approach usually still remains exponential, for some problems the
solution can be found quickly for most cases.

As defined on page 5, trucks are not allowed to retrace their steps. Looking
at the sparse structure of our network in Figure 2.1, one notes that under this
condition there are actually only few nodes in the graph where a truck has to
make a decision. Most of the time the next step is uniquely defined, as a truck
can only keep driving forward. To simplify further discussions, we will refer to
nodes with more than 2 outgoing arcs as hub nodes, to emphasize their special
role in the network.

The idea of our approach is to build a search tree by stepping forward
through time and evaluating all possible decisions at each timestep. While
the number of branches is prohibitively large to use a naive approach, the struc-
ture of our network allows us to cut off large parts of the search space without
having to evaluate every option, thus speeding up the solution process consider-
ably. The number of branches we have to check at each timestep depends on the
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Figure 3.1: Example to illustrate the detour rule of Algorithm 1, constraint 3.
Assume a truck with destination node 4 has arrived at node 1 along the red arc;
it now has to choose between two different paths. However, as it is not allowed
to retrace its steps, it is easy to calculate that the shortest path via node 5 will
be at least twice as long as the shortest path via node 2, therefore ruling node
5 out without further evaluation.

number of possible paths each truck can choose from at the current timestep. If
we define the set of feasible choices of truck k at iteration i as Xi,k, the number
of branches is:

Ni =
∏
k

|Xi,k|

Therefore the average runtime of the algorithm will both depend on the number
of trucks and the sparsity of the graph. While the computational complexity is
still exponential for the worst case scenario, it is well possible that the majority
of cases will be solvable within reasonable time. The success of this algorithm
critically depends on our ability to find a good set of rules to limit the number
of feasible choices a truck has when reaching a hub node.

Also, for this approach, it is crucial to initialize not only the starting loca-
tion but also the initial direction the trucks are traveling in, else the number
of possible decisions at the first time step will be of order 2n, where n is the
number of trucks. An outline of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

3.2.1 A detailed view on Algorithm 1, Constraint 3

The rule employed in Algorithm 1, Constraint 3, is easiest explained using the
small example shown in Figure 3.1. Assume a truck with destination node 4 has
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Algorithm 1: Branch & Cut Algorithm

Input Number of trucks K, initial positions Rk1 , initial directions Rk0 ,
destinations dk and arrival times T kd of every truck;
Output Optimal truck paths Rsol;
Start:
Set UpperBound to the amount of fuel consumed if every truck follows
its shortest path, set t = 1, set V1 = 0;
function RecursiveFunction(t,Rt,Vt);
for k = 1 to K do

/* Calculate all feasible decisions Xt,k of truck k */

for all vertices vi adjacent to R
k
t do

if vi 6= Rkt−1 & /* Can’t retrace last step */

t+ timedist(vi, d
k) < T kd & /* Arrival time limit */

Constraint 3 detour is feasible /* See section 3.2.1 for details */

then
Add vi to Xt,k;

end

end
if Xt,k is empty then

break ; /* No feasible path, cut the branch */

end

end
Create the set Xt of all possible combinations of Xt,k=1,...,K ;
for all x in Xt do

Calculate c(x) the fuel cost of executing decision x, calculate Rt+1(x)
the truck positions after executing decision x;
if Vt + c(x) > UpperBound then

continue ; /* Decision x exceeds upper bound */

end

else if Rkt+1 = dk ∀k /* Trucks have reached destination */

then
Rsol ← R, UpperBound← Vt + c(x) ; /* We found a new best

solution */

end
else

/* Follow the branch, execute recursive function */

Vt+1 ← Vt + c(x);
call RecursiveFunction(t+ 1,Rt+1,Vt+1)

end

end
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arrived at node 1 via the red arc. It now has two options for the next timestep:
drive to node 2 or to node 5. However, since the truck is not allowed to retrace
its steps, traveling to node 5 means that its path is uniquely defined until node
6 is reached.

We define fs(i, j) to be the fuel cost of the shortest path between two nodes
i,j. We can now rule out traveling to node 5 as a sensible decision by comparing
the maximum cost of the shortest path with the minimum cost of the chosen
path. The maximum cost of the shortest path is incurred when the truck travels
it alone. The minimum cost of the chosen path is incurred if the truck travels
in a platoon all the way. We compare:

fs(1, 4) ≤ (1− η)(fs(1, 6) + fs(6, 4))

where η is the percentage of fuel saved when driving in a platoon. Therefore,
if the minimum cost of the chosen path while driving in a platoon is still higher
than the cost of the shortest path when driving alone, it will never be beneficial
to choose this path over the shortest path, and we do not need to explore the
tree any further in this direction.

This is a very effective rule to limit the number of choices a truck has when
reaching a hub node and thus reduces the search space considerably, making
this approach feasible.

3.3 Example of Algorithm 1

A toy example with 2 trucks on a small grid is shown in Figure 3.2. Assume
trucks A and B are located at nodes 1 and 2 respectively. Their common
destination node is 6, the cost of traversing an arc is 1, and one truck saves 10%
if the two are platooned.

In Figure 3.2(b) a section of the search tree consisting of all possible states
is shown. While a naive approach would have to evaluate all possible paths
to find the optimal solution, our rules allow us to discard more than half of
the search space at once, considerably reducing the complexity of this small
example. While in this case the solution is easily attained, one can already
sense the exponential growth of such a search tree when the number of trucks is
increased, and the potential performance gain achieved by a well-designed rule
set.

3.4 Comparison

To create a first impression, both the the B&C algorithm and the INLP were
coded in Matlab [21]; Gurobi [22] was used to solve the INLP. We used the
graph representation of Sweden’s highway network (see Figure 2.1) as our first
test network. For an increasing number of trucks, the runtime was evaluated
multiple times for random initial positions and initial directions. The mean of
the runtime for the different numbers of trucks was calculated and is shown
Figure 3.3; as one can see, the B&C algorithm is considerably faster than the
INLP. This is mainly due to the fact that the INLP has to search the entire space,
and that the number of constraints increases exponentially with the number of
nodes and the number of trucks, which quickly renders this option unwieldy.
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Figure 3.2: Toy example of our B&C algorithm. Subfigure (a) shows a small
network consisting of 6 nodes. Assume trucks A and B are located at nodes 1
and 2 respectively, and their common destination node is 6. A part of the search
tree of this example is displayed in subfigure (b), and the optimal solution is
shown in red. At timestep 0 there are 2 possible paths the trucks could take.
However, our detour rule allows the algorithm to immediately discard (5, 3) as a
sensible choice, thus cutting off the greyed out portion of the search tree without
having to evaluate it.
The algorithm then follows the other branch to (5, 5), where the trucks form
a platoon, meaning they will not split up again. Since the trucks are also not
allowed to retrace their steps, there are again 2 possible decisions. Again, the
choice (4, 4) is immediately ruled out by the rules and only the optimal solution
remains. This simple example shows the power of good ruleset, especially when
dealing with larger problems.

The result of this preliminary study led us to the decision to drop the INLP
approach and focus on the B&C method. In the next chapter, we will do a
quantitative study on the potential fuel savings for different networks, introduce
additional features to the algorithm and explore the limits of this method.
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Figure 3.3: Mean of the runtimes of the B&C and INLP algorithms, taken over
50 iterations for the B&C and 10 iterations for the integer program. One can see
the exponential increase in the runtime for the INLP, while the B&C remains
linear. The sudden increase in runtime for 7 trucks is most likely due to a series
of unlucky initial conditions that take a long time to solve and distort the mean
of the relatively small sample size.
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Chapter 4

Global Solution

In this chapter, we will refine the B&C algorithm that we presented in chap-
ter 3, implement it in Matlab as well as C++, assess the performance, and
present quantitative results on the fuel saving potential for two different graph
structures.

4.1 Catching Up

Up to now, we have assumed that all trucks travel at a constant cruising speed
and would only form a platoon if they happened to meet up at a node at exactly
the same time. This is not realistic and will result in a relatively low number of
platoons. In a next step, we expanded our algorithm to take into account the
fact that a controller could coordinate not only routes but also truck velocities
to increase the number of platoons formed in the system. However, a truck
driving at a higher speed consumes more fuel, therefore there is a trade-off
between spending more fuel to catch up to another truck and then saving fuel
by forming a platoon. An in-depth analysis for two trucks on a single road
is presented in [23] and will be used as a reference in our calculations. It is
not trivial to decide whether a truck actually saves fuel in the long run when
adjusting his speed; also, there is usually a tight upper limit on the allowable
travel time, therefore lowering a trucks speed is not always possible. There
are numerous ways of implementing this and one has to be careful to keep the
complexity low enough to make the solution feasible.

The main restriction we use in our calculations is that trucks can only speed
up and not slow down. This is partly due to the minimum speed limit on high-
ways, and partly because truck drivers generally dislike to increase their travel
time, and will therefore not slow down in reality.
Another problem is that it is hard to decide optimally whether a truck should
catch up or not. In order to do so, catching up would have to be implemented
as a decision (like choosing the next node), thus adding a large number of addi-
tional branches to our search tree. This would make the computation infeasible,
therefore we need to come up with a simple calculation to check whether catch-
ing up is advisable or not. The resulting paths will invariably be worse than
the optimal solution, as we can not take into account the future paths of other
trucks when the decision is made.
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Based on this, we have developed the following rules for our calculations.

Constraints 4.1

1. If a truck is trailing another truck that has the same destination by at
most one edge, and is far enough from its destination, it will increase its
speed to catch up (see Figure 4.1(a) for an example).

2. Trucks driving in a platoon will not speed up.

3. A truck must catch up at a realistic speed.

A

B

1

2

3

(a) Example of a situation where truck B might catch up to truck A and
form a platoon at node 1 (both have destination 3). If the shortest path
distance from 1 to 3 is long enough that the fuel saved by the platoon
outweighs the additional fuel spent by truck B to catch up, the platoon
will be formed.

A

B

1

2

3

4

(b) Example of a situation where truck B might catch up to truck A. Their
destinations are 4 and 3 respectively. One can see that A and B would form
a platoon for only 1 arc before splitting, therefore truck B would spend more
fuel on catching up than it would save in the platoon, resulting in a higher
total fuel consumption than if it had stayed on its shortest path.

Figure 4.1: Examples of situations where trucks might catch up.

The reasoning behind the constraints defined in constraints 4.1 is explained
in the following lines. Point 1 again takes our solution further away from opti-
mality by restricting the act of catching up to trucks with common destinations.
The reason is that since a truck has to spend additional fuel when catching up
to another truck (or to a platoon), it then has to stay platooned long enough to
make the effort worthwhile. If both trucks in question have a common destina-
tion, this calculation is easy: we can check the length of the shortest path from
the current position to their destination and compare the amount of fuel saved
by the platoon to the amount of fuel spent when catching up.
However, if they have different destination nodes, it is hard to compute the op-
timal node where the platoon should split while including the influence of other
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trucks at future time steps. Therefore, we decide to restrict catching up to only
apply to trucks with common destinations to ensure the solution will not be
worse than the initial shortest-path solution (see also Figure 4.1(b)).
A detailed analysis of the catch-up process in [23] has shown that in order for
the catching up to be beneficial, the distance between the location of the truck
and the destination of the platoon has to be 16 times more than the distance
between the two trucks. Therefore, in our examples we restrict the process of
catching up to trucks that are separated by at most 1 arc, as we consider this
to be a reasonable distance for trucks to make up.

In point 2, we also restrict existing platoons from catching up to other trucks
or platoons. To do so, all trucks in the platoon would be required to spend
additional fuel to catch up, and only the lead vehicle would benefit in the end,
therefore this is rarely worth the cost. Also the fuel savings for a third vehicle
in a platoon is not noticeably different from the second vehicle (see Figure 2.2).
Furthermore, overtaking other vehicles on the highway while staying in platoon
formation is not a feasible maneuver in real-life.

Point 3 is needed to prevent our algorithm from assigning illegal velocities
to trucks. In our discrete representation, a truck can just skip an arc without
going forward in time to represent catching up, however in real-life the truck
will drive at a certain speed over a longer stretch of road. For example, if a
truck has been driving alone for the last 10 arcs and now has the opportunity
to catch up, in real life it could have increased its speed by 10% over those 10
arcs to do so. On the other hand, if the truck has only been driving alone for 1
arc, it could not double its speed to form a platoon.

4.2 Computational Complexity

To put runtime results into context it is good to have a theoretical limit on the
worst case complexity of a B&C algorithm. While it was not possible to conduct
a complete theoretical analysis of our algorithm, one can show that a simplified
version of our algorithm is analogous to a smallest set cover problem, which has
been proven to be NP-complete [24]. An informal outline of this proof shall be
given here (see Figure 4.2 for an example).

Assume there is a set U containing n nodes, and there is a truck located
at every node in U (meaning there are n trucks). Every truck has the same
destination d. Further, assume a set S to contain nodes in the network where
trucks can form platoons. Every node in S has edges of length 1 connecting to
certain nodes in U and an edge of length 1 connecting to d.

Each truck now has to choose a node si in S which is connected to his starting
location and travel there alone, incurring a cost of total cost of 1 · n. Then, all
trucks that also chose si will form a platoon and they will travel together to
d, with every truck besides the first saving a percentage η of fuel. Assume k
nodes in S have been chosen by at least one truck (circled red in Figure 4.2),
this means that (n− k) trucks will receive a platooning discount for the second
step and the total cost of this system is:

J = n+ (n− η(n− k)) = (2− η)n+ ηk

Therefore we claim that in order to minimize the total cost J one has to
minmize k, which is equivalent to finding the smallest subset of S covering every
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Figure 4.2: Small example of simplified version of our problem, which is redu-
cable to a smallest set cover problem. Assume there is a truck starting at every
node in U , traveling to a connected node si in S alone, then forming a platoon
with all other trucks at si and traveling to d together. The edges colored red
show one possible path choice.

node in U , which in turn is a smallest set cover problem and thus NP-complete.
Since our real problem is a lot more elaborate than this simple example, it is
a fair assumption that the worst-case complexity of our algorithm will also be
NP-complete.

4.3 Results

To evaluate the performance and potential of our algorithm, we now test it for
various numbers of trucks on two different networks.

4.3.1 Swedish Network

For our first simulations, we again use the graph of the highway network of
southern Sweden shown in Figure 4.3. The network consists of 75 nodes and 81
arcs and there are 3 possible destinations (depicted by stars). We choose this low
number of destinations to represent the fact that in real life most destinations
are located near cities or border crossings, and to facilitate computation. Every
arc has a fuel weight of 1 and we assume that every truck in a platoon besides the
first have their fuel consumption reduced by a factor η = 10%. For simplicity,
the cost of catching up is a simple constant chosen such that the platoon will
have to be maintained for at least 3 arcs in order to break even.

In Figure 4.4 the total fuel consumption of our solution is compared to the
trivial case, where every truck takes its shortest path and does not platoon. As
could be expected, increasing the number of trucks leads to a higher reduction
of the total cost, as more opportunities for platooning are created. We can see
that the total fuel consumption is reduced by about 1% for 15 trucks.

Analyzing the runtime results shown in Figure 4.5 reveals some interesting
facts. First, the exponential increase in runtime is clearly visible for higher
numbers of trucks, which limits the tractable problem size to about 20 trucks.
Second, while the runtime is relatively low for most cases, about 10% of the ini-
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Figure 4.3: Graph of the highway network of Sweden used in our first simulation.
An arc has a length of approximately 13km, and there are 3 possible destinations
depicted by stars.

tial conditions result in significant outliers that are up to 2 orders of magnitude
higher than the mean runtime. Since our B&C algorithm will provide a fast
solution in most instances, but still retains an exponential worst-case complex-
ity, those outliers are to be expected. An important fact to notice is that the
runtime and the solution quality are not correlated - a long runtime can equally
often result in a big improvement of the solution as in just a marginal benefit.

The graph of Sweden’s highway network used in this section has one big flaw:
there are only few alternative paths a truck could feasibly choose. Most of the
time, a truck will follow the shortest path to its destination and occasionally
catch up, but rarely will there be an alternative path to evaluate. This lack of
alternative paths obviously lowers the average solution time, therefore the next
section will introduce a new artificial graph specifically constructed to include
multiple feasible paths.

4.3.2 Theoretical Network

In a next step, we introduce the theoretical road network shown in Figure 4.6,
consisting of 76 nodes, 81 arcs and 4 destination nodes (again depicted by stars).
The fuel weight of every arc is again set to 1 to simplify matters. To create
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Figure 4.4: Mean of the total fuel cost reduction compared to every truck taking
his shortest path without platooning, for 50 instances with random initial po-
sitions and destinations and various numbers of trucks on the Sweden network.
The isolated dip at 7 trucks is due to an unlucky series of initial conditions that
offer almost no platooning opportunities.
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Figure 4.5: Boxplots of the runtimes in Matlab for various numbers of trucks
and solved 50 times with random intial positions and destinations on the Sweden
network. One can see that the runtime increases exponentially with the number
of trucks, and there is a small number of outliers of significant size.
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multiple feasible routes, we choose the fuel saving factor η to be 20%, and again
assume that a truck will have to stay platooned for at least 3 arcs in order
to compensate the additional cost of catching up. We choose to double η as
compared to the value used in other simulations because the network size is
small - using a larger value for η will create more alternative routes for trucks,
whose impact is the main focus of this simulation. As visualized in Figure 4.7,
there are multiple occasions where it might be beneficial for a truck to deviate
from the shortest path and take a detour, because the fuel saved by driving in
a platoon will outweigh the additional cost of the longer path. Furthermore,
we set the maximum speed of a truck to be 50% higher than its cruising speed,
meaning trucks can cross at most 3 arcs in 2 time steps to catch up - again, this
is done to account for the small size of the network, setting aside realism for the
moment.

In an attempt to further lower the computation time, the algorithm was
written in C++ instead of Matlab to maximize the performance. Since recursive
function calls and loops are significantly faster in C++, the average solution time
could be decreased by two orders of magnitude. However, similar to the results
in the previous subsection, we can observe the beginning of an exponential
increase in the runtime above 20 trucks, as shown in Figure 4.8, effectively
limiting the size of our problem to about 30 vehicles. In Figure 4.9 we can
again see that the solution time is relatively low for the majority of cases,
with significant outliers hinting at the exponential worst-case complexity of our
algorithm.

Since this graph offers a lot more alternative routes which the algorithm has
to evaluate, the C++ implementation was not able to increase the tractable
number of trucks significantly, giving a clear indication that the Branch&Cut
algorithm is not suited for larger simulations.

In Figure 4.10 we can again see the reduction of the total fuel cost, compared
to every truck taking the shortest path without platooning. As expected, the
reduction increases with increasing numbers of trucks, as more opportunities for
platooning become available. Even for this low numbers of trucks, an average
reduction of up to 2.5% can be achieved on this graph. Keep in mind though
that the fuel reduction when platooning is 20% in this example. This is a very
promising result and encourages us to research other methods in order to solve
the problem on a large scale.

We have shown in this section that the problem size of the B&C approach,
even on this relatively small network is limited to about 20 vehicles, which is
definitively not a satisfactory size. Therefore, in the following second part of this
thesis we will develop an approximate approach capable of handling problems
including thousands of trucks on large networks.
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Figure 4.6: Theoretical graph featuring multiple alternative routes of similar
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(a) Shortest Paths Ex.1
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(b) Fuel Optimal Paths Ex.1
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(c) Shortest Paths Ex.2
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(d) Fuel Optimal Paths Ex.2

Figure 4.7: Comparison between shortest and fuel optimal paths.
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Figure 4.8: Mean of the solution time in C++ for 50 instances with random ini-
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Figure 4.10: Mean of the total fuel cost reduction compared to every truck
taking its shortest path without platooning, for 50 instances with random initial
positions and destinations and various numbers of trucks on the theoretical
network.
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Chapter 5

Distributed Solution

As we have seen in chapter 4, the global approach to the problem has proven
unsuccessful. Our B&C algorithm was not able to reduce the complexity suffi-
ciently to achieve a feasible solution time for large-scale problems. Therefore,
we have developed an approximate approach employing locally distributed con-
trollers to break the problem down into smaller parts that are solved indepen-
dently and put back together to form the solution. In this chapter we will first
present the main idea and discuss the local controller algorithm in detail, then
use it to simulate large-scale problems with up to 9000 trucks.

5.1 Distributed Approach

The main idea of this method is to split the problem into multiple smaller
subproblems which can be solved independently in a short amount of time. In
chapter 3 we created the term hub to designate nodes with more than 2 outgoing
arcs, which would represent major junctions in real-life. We can now simplify
our problem by placing a local controller at every hub node and destination
and assigning to it all trucks that drive towards it at the current time step.
This results in a small routing problem that can be solved separately for each
controller. The trade-off is that we can’t take into account the future paths of
trucks assigned to other controllers; however, this is not only a disadvantage.
In reality traffic conditions are ever changing and it would be hard to predict
the exact path of a truck several hours from now, thus invalidating a solution
stretching too far into the future. Limiting the problem size to a local area
will ensure a robust solution that is less sensitive to random disturbances (e.g.
trucks deviating from their path, breaking down, etc.).

Consider the snapshot of a larger network shown in Figure 5.1. Two trucks
are driving towards a hub node with a local controller (dashed square). A third
truck is driving away from the hub and therefore does not influence the route
planning of the other two. The local controller will decide for every truck driving
towards it which edge it should travel next and whether it should catch up to
another truck.

There are different ways on how to set up the local controller problem. We
decided to arrange the trucks assigned to a local controller in four different
groups:
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Figure 5.1: An example of two trucks driving towards a hub node with a local
controller (dashed square). A third truck is driving away from the hub and
therefore does not influence the route planning of the other two.

1. The first group contains all trucks that have reached the hub node

2. The second group contains all trucks that are 1 edge away from the hub
node, have been traveling alone for long enough and are not platooned

3. The third group contains all trucks that are 1 edge away from the hub
node but do not belong to the second group

4. The fourth group contains all trucks that are more than 1 edge away from
the hub node

Trucks in the first group will need to decide which path they should choose
next. Trucks in the second group may catch up to trucks in the first group if it
is worth it. The third group contains all trucks that will follow their set path
without catching up, but might influence the decision of trucks in the second
group whether to catch up or not. Finally, trucks in the fourth group will just
travel forward in their current direction and have no influence on the paths of
trucks in the first and second group. In Figure 5.2 one can see an example of
such a partition.

The following sections will explain the catching up in more detail and present
two different methods for solving the local controller problem.

5.1.1 Catching up

The act of catching up is handled similar as in chapter 4. We again assume that
trucks will catch up at most one edge length, and platoons will never speed up.
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Figure 5.2: Example of the division of all incoming trucks into 4 different groups.
Trucks 1 and 2 are at the hub node and need to decide on their future path.
Truck 3 is only one edge away and may catch up to 1 or 2, if it is worth it.
Trucks 4 and 5 are platooned and therefore will not catch up, but may still
influence the decision of truck 3. Finally, truck 6 will not influence the solution
of 1,2 and 3 and just follow its given path.

While in our discrete representation catching up can be represented as a truck
crossing two edges in one timestep, real life is continous and a vehicle needs
to have a sufficient stretch of road over which to speed up. For example, if a
truck trying to catch up has been traveling alone over the last 10 arcs, it could
have increased its speed by 10% over that period to reach the hub one timestep
earlier. However, if it had only been traveling alone for 2 arcs, it could not
double its speed and therefore would not be able to catch up. We assume that
the maximum speed of a truck is limited to 25% more than its cruising speed,
meaning that the minimum length required to catch up is 5 arcs. A further
example is given in Figure 5.3.

Since a truck travels at a higher speed when catching up, its fuel consumption

A

B

Figure 5.3: Truck B has been traveling alone over 5 edges and now has the
opportunity to catch up to truck A. If it chooses to do so, it will have to cross
6 edges in 5 timesteps, meaning that in real life that it would have to travel 6
edges at 6

5 times the cruising speed.
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will be increased for that period. To measure whether catching up is worthwhile,
we need to calculate how much more fuel a truck will spend when driving at
a higher speed as compared to the usual cruising speed. In real life this cost
will be spread out over a long stretch of road, but for our discrete framework
the most convenient way is to integrate this additional cost into a single penalty
cost that is added to the total fuel cost should a truck choose to catch up. In the
previous chapter we used a simple constant to represent the additional cost of
catching up, but now we will use a more detailed formula taking into account the
actual speed change of the truck. The fuel consumption of a truck on a flat road
consists of two more or less equal quantities: the rolling resistance and the air
drag. At the velocities a truck typically has on a highway, the rolling resistance
is more or less constant, while the air drag increases with the square of the
velocity [23]. To calculate the additional catch up cost as a truck approaches a
node s, let D be number of arcs over which the truck could increase its speed to
catch up. Assume the fuel cost incurred by the air drag is equal to F = 0.5Dv2

where v is the velocity and the fuel weight of every arc is 1. In order to catch
up, the truck has to increase its velocity by a factor v̂ = D/(D − 1) and the
additional fuel cost spent to catch up is:

∆F = 0.5(D

(
D

D − 1

)2

− (D))

where the factor 0.5 is due to the fact that the air drag contributes to only
about half of the fuel consumption on a flat road. Figure 5.4 shows this penalty
cost depending on the number of arcs over which a truck can increase its speed.
Assuming a truck receives a 10% reduction on its fuel consumption when driving
in a platoon, and the fuel cost of an edge is 1, we can see that we need to
maintain the platoon for at least 11 to 15 edges to make the effort of catching
up worthwhile.
It is also interesting to note that, contrary to intuition, even if we let D go
towards infinity, meaning that a truck would have to increase its speed only by
an infinitesimal amount to catch up, the platoon will still have to be maintained
over at least 11 edges to compensate for the additional fuel cost.

5.2 Local Shortest Path (LSP) Method

To actually solve the local routing and platooning problem, we have evaluated
two different methods. The first one is to let every truck follow the shortest
path to its destination and only coordinate the platoon formation by letting
trucks catch up or not. To actually decide which trucks should catch up and
which should keep going on their normal path, we simply evaluate the cost of
all 2n possible combinations and choose the one with the lowest cost, where n
is the number of trucks that might catch up (the trucks in group 2 according to
the classification made above). Since trucks that are platooned can not catch
up, n can at most be equal to the number of incoming arcs to the hub, ensuring
that the complexity remains feasible. An outline of the algorithm is given in
Algorithm 2.
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Figure 5.4: The additional amount of fuel a truck has to spend to catch up over
n edges in n − 1 time steps, assuming the fuel weight of every edge is 1 and η
is 0.1.

Algorithm 2: Local Shortest Path Method

Input All K trucks in the groups 1, 2, 3 according to the classification
on page 28, destinations dk of those trucks, current hub h
Output Next node nk for all trucks
Start:
Set UpBound =∞;
for all combinations of trucks catching up do

Set the position of trucks that catch up to h;
Calculate Cc the total amount of fuel spent by those trucks to catch
up;
For every truck k set CurrentPaths(k) to the shortest path from its
position to its destination;
Calculate the total cost Cp of this solution;
if Cp + Cc < UpBound then

UpBound = Cp + Cc;
Paths(k) = CurrentPaths(k) ∀k;

end

end
nk ← first node of Paths(k) ∀k
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5.2.1 Results

We have implemented this method in Matlab and used it to perform a large-
scale simulation on an approximative representation of the highway network of
Germany as shown in Figure 5.5. The network consists of 647 nodes and 695
arcs, there are 12 possible destination (indicated by stars) and η is assumed to
be 10%. We have calculated the solution repeatedly using the LSP method for
various numbers of trucks with random intial positions and destinations, and
compared the cost of the solution to the case where every truck takes its shortest
path without ever platooning.

The result is shown in Figure 5.6 and one can see that the savings increase
rapidly with an increasing number of trucks. However, there are two main
drawbacks to this method: trucks cannot deviate from their shortest path even
if it would be more fuel-efficient, and in the case of multiple shortest paths of
the same length, the one that is first encountered by the shortest path algorithm
will be chosen instead of the best one. In order to remove those limitations, we
therefore introduce a more sophisticated solution approach in the next section.

5.3 Local Route and Platooning Controller (LRPC)

The LSP approach discussed in the previous section has some obvious draw-
backs. If there are multiple shortest paths available, it will simply choose
whichever is found first by the shortest path algorithm, instead of finding the
most fuel-efficient one. Also, it is not able to find alternative routes longer than
the shortest path, even if they are potentially more fuel-efficient. Therefore, we
developed another method to find a better solution, based on the fact that it
is possible to find the optimal path for only 2 trucks at a hub in at most |Vh|
calculations, where Vh is the set of hub nodes of the graph. The optimal path
will always have a similar structure: The 2 trucks take the shortest path to some
node Ns while driving as a platoon, then split up and take the shortest path
to their respective destinations. A detailed description on how to calculate this
splitting node Ns is given in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Local Route and Platooning Controller for 2 trucks

Input Current hub h and two destinations d1, d2, and the matrix D(i, j)
with entries corresponding to the fuel required to go from i to j;
Output The node where the platoon should split Ns ;
Start:
Ns ← h; BestFuel← D(h, d1) +D(h, d2);
for v in V do

if ((2− η)D(h, v) +D(v, d1) +D(v, d2) < BestFuel) then
BestFuel← (2− η)D(h, v) +D(v, d1) +D(v, d2);

end

end

Unfortunately, the complexity of this algorithm does not scale well with
increasing numbers of trucks - finding the optimal splitting nodes for g trucks
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Figure 5.5: Graph representation of the highway network in Germany. The stars
indicate possible destination nodes, located in big cities or at border crossings.
The numbers indicate the vertices.
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Figure 5.6: Percentage of fuel saved by the LSP method, compared to every
truck taking its shortest path without platooning, for increasing numbers of
trucks.

requires O(|V |(g−1)) computation steps. This makes the algorithm ill posed for
repeated execution if g ≥ 4. However, we introduce a fast heuristic that closely
approximates the optimal solution and executes in polynomial time.

To find an approximate solution for g trucks, we compute the amount of
fuel saved by every

(
g
2

)
pairs of trucks, compared to taking the shortest path.

The pair that incurs the largest savings is then aggregated into a new unit with
destination node equal to their splitting node, and the process is repeated with(
g−1
2

)
pairs until all trucks have been assigned to an aggregated unit. The path

of a truck is then fully described to be the concatenation of the shortest paths
between the splitting nodes. For a more formal description, see Algorithm 4.

To quantify the quality of our heuristic, we compared it to the value of the
optimal solution for 4 trucks, which is still relatively easy to compute. In Fig-
ure 5.7 we compare the relative difference between the amount of fuel saved by
the heuristic and the optimal solution. One can see that the heuristic has found
the optimal solution in over 90% of the cases.

5.3.1 Results

We have implemented this method and again used the autobahn network graph
of Germany with η being set to 10% to run various simulations, which in some
cases lead to very surprising conclusions.
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Algorithm 4: Local Route and Platooning Controller for g trucks

Input Current hub h, list of incoming trucks of length g, destination dk
of all incoming trucks, matrix Di,j with entries corresponding to the fuel
required to travel from i to j.
Output Nodes Nk

s truck k has to visit on the path to its destination
Start:
while g > 1 do

for all
(
g
2

)
pairs of trucks do

Calculate amount of fuel saved by the current pair {i, j};
Calculate Ns(i, j) the splitting node of the current pair;

end
Choose pair {i, j} with the highest savings;
Remove i, j from the list of incoming trucks, add new truck i′ with
destination Ns(i, j) to the list of incoming trucks.;
Add Ns(i, j) to N i

s and N j
s ;

end
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Figure 5.7: Cumulative distribution function of the amount of fuel saved be
the heuristic compared to the optimal solution for 4 trucks and 1000 random
starting locations and destinations.
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Figure 5.8: Percentage of fuel saved by the LRPC, compared to every truck
taking its shortest path without platooning, simulated on the Germany network
500 times for 300 trucks with random initial locations and destinations.

Large-scale Example

In a first test, we have created a large sample size by running 500 simulations
with 300 trucks and random initial locations and destinations. The total cost
of every simulation is then compared to the trivial solution where every truck
takes the shortest path to its destination without ever platooning, and the result
is displayed in Figure 5.8. We can see that even for this relatively low number
of trucks, a fuel reduction of 2-2.5% can be achieved.

Varying the Number of Trucks

In a next step, we evaluated the impact of an increasing number of trucks on
the percentage of fuel saved. Intuitively, there should be a steep increase in fuel
saved for low numbers of trucks, as more and more opportunities for platooning
become available. Eventually, as the network becomes more and more saturated,
the benefit of adding additional trucks should decrease as almost every truck
is traveling in platoon and increasing their number will increase the number of
platoons only by a marginal amount.

We see this intuition to be correct in Figure 5.9, where we compare increas-
ing the number of trucks on the German road network versus the average fuel
savings. We can see the fuel savings increase rapidly between 0 and 2000 ve-
hicles - at 2000 trucks savings of over 6% can be observed, exploiting already
more than half of the maximum potential. As more and more trucks are added,
the additional benefit decreases and we converge to the theoretical limit of 10%.
At 10’000 vehicles, we can see that the system achieves a fuel reduction of 9%,
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Figure 5.9: The percentage of fuel saved by our method compared to every truck
taking its shortest path without platooning, for increasing numbers of trucks,
on the Germany network.

which is already very close to the maximum.

Limiting Path Lenghts

Up to now, we did not care about the time a truck takes to reach its destination.
However, in real life a truck might have tight constraints on its arrival time,
forcing it to choose the shortest time path available over a longer, but more fuel
efficient one. We define a constant mi for every truck in our system to be the
maximum additional number of edges the path of truck i may contain over its
shortest time path, thus allowing us to limit the travel time of every truck. For
our next simulation, we calculated the impact of limiting the maximum travel
time on the total fuel cost for various numbers of trucks. One might expect that
increasing the allowable path length by one or two edges should bring notable
benefits, as trucks are allowed to take slight detours from their fastest route to
maintain a platoon. On the other hand, increasing the allowable detour further
is unlikely to provide additional savings, as a vehicle that takes a detour of 3
edges must maintain a platoon over ten times this length just to break even.

We find that this intuition holds only partially when simulating our Ger-
man road network for different detour lengths. As we can see in Figure 5.10,
uniformly increasing the allowable detour length mi results only in almost im-
perceptible savings. This means that most trucks will follow the shortest path
to their destination and the amount of fuel saved by the LRPC method should
in fact differ only slightly from the results of the Shortest Path Method of sec-
tion 5.2. We find this assumption to be true as we compare the two methods in
Figure 5.11; the main advantage of LRPC on this network is that if there are
multiple shortest paths available, it is able to choose the best one.
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Figure 5.10: The number of additional edges a truck can travel versus the
average fuel savings, for various numbers of trucks. 100% is the cost of every
truck taking its shortest path without platooning. We can see that the benefit
of increasing the allowable detour is very small for this network.

However, this need not necessarily be a general statement; for different net-
work structures with many routes of similar lengths, allowing short detours
might well have a bigger impact.

Platoon Density and ”Natural Platooning”

The reader may already have noticed that up to now we always compared our
results to the trivial solution where every truck takes its shortest path without
platooning. However, one might ask how much improvement our algorithm gains
over another easily obtainable solution where every truck takes its shortest path,
but a ”natural” platoon is formed whenever more than one truck crosses an edge
together. It can be expected that as the number of trucks in a network increases,
the potential for a high-level coordinator is lessened because more trucks will
form platoons without having to speed up or deviate from their shortest path.
For every network it should be possible to calculate a tipping point where the
advantage of the LRPC method starts decreasing when adding more and more
trucks to the system.

This behavior is illustrated in Figure 5.12; we increase the number of trucks
in our system similar to Figure 5.9, but this time we compare the cost of the
LRPC solution to the case where every truck follows its shortest paths and forms
a platoon when able. We compare both solutions to the case where every truck
follows its shortest path without platooning and plot the difference between the
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the average fuel savings between the LRPC and
LSP methods, for increasing numbers of trucks.

percentage of fuel saved. We can see a steep increase in the difference up to a
number of trucks roughly equal to the number of nodes of the network, repre-
senting the increasing benefit of coordinating trucks to actively form platoons.
As we add more trucks to the network, the number of natural platoons becomes
larger and there is less need and fewer opportunities to let trucks catch up.
Also, it becomes less attractive to take a detour to maintain a platoon, as there
are plenty of platooning opportunities along the shortest path as well. For high
numbers of trucks, the advantage of a complex solution is very small, as the
optimal path almost always equals the shortest path.

Another interesting quantity that also nicely reflects the conclusions drawn
above is the percentage of trucks that are involved in a platoon at individual
timesteps. We define γ to be the percentage of trucks that have not yet reached
their destination that are driving in a platoon. In Figure 5.13 γ is shown for
the LRPC solution and different numbers of trucks. We can see that for 300
trucks about 30% of them drive in a platoon, while almost 90% of the vehicles
are platooned for 10’000 vehicles.

Now we compare the percentage of trucks driving in a platoon in our LRPC
solution with the amount of ”natural” platoons. In Figure 5.14, we plot a sample
of γ for both the LRPC as well as the shortest path with natural platooning for
300 trucks. We can see that at the start, about 15% of the trucks are already in
a platoon. As time progresses, this number quickly increases to about 30% for
the LRPC method as trucks are guided into platoons, while it even decreases
for the shortest path solution.

However, as we increase the number of trucks in the system, the gap between
the two methods decreases drastically. We show the difference between the two
values in Figure 5.15 for 300, 2000 and 9000 trucks. As we can see, for 2000
trucks the difference between the percentage of platooned trucks for the LRPC
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and natural platooning solution is smaller, and for 9000 trucks the percentage
of trucks driving in a platoon is almost equal for both solutions.
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Figure 5.12: Difference between the percentage of fuel saved by our method,
compared to every truck taking its shortest path but forming platoons when
able, for increasing numbers of trucks.
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Figure 5.13: The percentage γ of trucks that have not yet reached their desti-
nation that are driving in a platoon for the LRPC solution and different num-
bers of trucks. For 300 trucks, every truck has reached its destination after 70
timesteps, for 2000 and 9000 trucks it took 80 timesteps for every truck to reach
its destination.
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Figure 5.14: The percentage γ of trucks that have not yet reached their desti-
nation that are driving in a platoon over the whole time horizon, for LRPC and
shortest path with natural platooning, for 300 trucks.
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Figure 5.15: We calculate the percentage γ of trucks that have not yet reached
their destination that are driving in a platoon. This figure shows the differ-
ence between γ for the LRPC and the shortest path solution with ”natural”
platooning, for various numbers of trucks.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future
Work

In this thesis, we have developed a comprehensive theoretical foundation for the
Coordinated Heavy Truck Platoon Routing problem and set up a solid basis for
continued research on this topic.

We have shown the potential of a high-level coordinator to reduce the fuel
consumption of trucks equipped with the platooning technology on a large-scale
road network. By supervising platoon formation and guiding trucks along fuel-
efficient paths, it is possible to achieve a significant reduction in fuel cost over
a naive approach. A large-scale simulation of the German autobahn network
show a reduction in fuel consumption of up to 5% for 1000 trucks and 9% for
10’000 vehicles. Considering that there are about one million heavy trucks on
European roads used for long-distance goods transportation [25], those numbers
are comparatively small and show that only a small fraction of those needs to
be equipped with platooning technology to generate substantial benefits for all
participants.

In a first part, we have developed a specialized branch&cut algorithm to
find an optimal solution to the problem on a global scale. Simulations on a
theoretical network and a model of Sweden’s highway network yielded promising
results, but a rapid exponential increase in computational complexity resulted
in a very bad scalability; even for small numbers of trucks, no solution could be
found within reasonable time with this algorithm.

In order to achieve scalability and solve large-scale problems, we focused on
a distributed local approach in the second part of the thesis. This was done
by breaking the solution process into multiple small subproblems, which were
easy to solve near-optimally using a heuristic approach. We could achieve a
significant improvement in solution time over the global approach with only a
slight reduction in solution quality.

Our simulations show the great fuel reduction potential of truck platooning
for long-distance transportation. Relatively small numbers of trucks are required
to net large savings, making platooning a useful technique even if the penetration
rate is low. It is also important to note that very good solutions can be achieved
without increasing the travel time of individual vehicles, an important factor for
a real-life implementation.
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It is interesting to observe that the power of such a high-level coordinator
strongly depends on the number of trucks in a network. For low numbers,
controlling truck speeds to increase platoon formation is more profitable as
trucks are unlikely to encounter other trucks or platoons when blindly following
their shortest path. However, as a network becomes ”saturated”, most trucks
will travel in a platoon by just following their shortest path anyway, and there
are few opportunities for a high-level coordinator to further improve the solution.

6.1 Future Work

This thesis has shown that good results can be achieved using a distributed
approximative solution, but many assumptions and simplifications were made
to keep the basic formulation simple. Now that a proof of concept has been
made, there is a myriad of extensions one could consider. A by no means
exhaustive list is given here:

• Perform simulations and confirm results on more accurate, complex real-
life road networks. The network topology has a big impact on the solution
quality and this influence should be explored in more details.

• Change formulation to accommodate different fuel edge weights. Up to
now we have assumed all edges to have a uniform fuel cost, this is obviously
not the case in real life.

• Periodically add new trucks to the network during runtime to simulate
a continuous system. The assumption that all trucks start their journey
at the same time is obviously not accurate, instead new vehicles appear
continously as they start their journey at arbitrary points in time.

• Include driving and rest time regulations in the planning. Catching up
to a truck that has to take a rest break as soon as the platoon is formed
should be avoided.

• Make the network structure stochastic and/or time-variant to simulate
changing traffic conditions. Trucks might e.g. wish to avoid areas that are
prone to congestions at certain times, or have to weigh the risk of taking
a faster route with higher chance of traffic jams against a slower but more
predictable route.

• Introduce random behavior to trucks to simulate breakdowns and unfore-
seen driver behavior. Trucks may break down and drivers can stop at
any time for various reasons, creating uncertainties and risks e.g. when
catching up to other trucks that with a certain chance might not be there.

A further task would be to design a communications strategy between this
high-level coordinative layer and the lower, local levels of the platooning problem
shown in Figure 1.1, and later develop a general framework comprising all the
different areas that is able to perform elaborate simulations.
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